
MILO for MFT 
Supervisors



Objectives for today’s session

By the end of this workshop you should be able to:

1. List specific ways in which Motivational Interviewing is a helpful tool in 
promoting clinical supervision common factors, process, and practices.

2. Distinguish between providing Motivational Interviewing with a client and using 
Motivational Interviewing as a strategic intervention to promote leadership and 
organizational change.



A Training that 
Wasn’t What 
Was Expected

• About ten years ago, Kristin did an MI for 
supervisors training – how to ensure that 
trainees are MI adherent

• But others thought the training would be 
different

• They wanted skills for how to motivate 
their staff toward change…

• Two important issues emerged from this 
discussion

• How do MFTs strategically engage their 
trainees in the change process and provide 
leadership in the training and learning 
environment?

• Is it appropriate or ethical to “do MI” on 
your staff.  That is, do we have a parallel 
process in terms of applying MI that we 
would want to replicate?



Motivational Interviewing and 
the Supervision Common 
Factors, processes, and 

practices

Watkins identified common factors in 
theses areas of supervision: 
1. Supervisee characteristics (7)
2. Supervisor qualities (9)
3. Supervisee change processes (7)
4. Supervision structures (3)
5. Supervision relationship elements (4)
His analysis resulted in his adding four 
additional categories:
6.   Common supervision practice   

principles(2)
7.   Supervisor common tasks (6)
8.   Common supervisor roles (6)
9.   Common interventions (6)

Watkins Jr, C. E. (2017). Convergence in 
psychotherapy supervision: A common 
factors, common processes, common 
practices perspective. Journal of 
Psychotherapy Integration, 27(2), 140.

.
In these nine areas of supervision, 
Watkins was able to identify a total 
of 50 common factors.  The 
number of each common factor per 
category is provided in 
parentheses. 

We will be able to provide examples 
of how Motivational Interviewing 
from this leadership perspective 
helps supervisors address these 
common factors



A Brief Review 
of Motivational 
Interviewing



Motivational 
Interviewing: 
What is it?

• Motivational Interviewing is a 
collaborative, goal-oriented style of 
communication with particular 
attention to the language of change. It 
is designed to strengthen personal 
motivation for and commitment to a 
specific goal by eliciting and exploring 
the person’s own reasons for change 
within an atmosphere of acceptance 
and compassion. (Miller and Rollnick, 
2013, p. 29)



The Basic Principles Underlying the Spirit of MI
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Collaboration

Compassion

Evocation

Acceptance
Spirit of MI
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Four Foundational Processes

Planning

Evoking

Focusing

Engaging

Miller, 2010



FIVE Key Communication Skills
(A ROSE)

Use them to engage 
and throughout the process

• Affirmations
• Reflections

• Open Ended Questions
• Summaries
• Elicit – Provide – Elicit 

(Giving information and 
advice WITH PERMISSION)



Preparatory Change Talk: Desire, Ability, Reason, 
Need 

(DARN)
Commitment Change Talk: Commitment, 

Activation, Taking Steps 
(CAT)



Linking together 
Supervision Common 
Factors and 
Motivational 
Interviewing



• The common factors, common processes, and 
common practices in supervisionWatkins, 2017, p. 147



Example: 
Supervision 
Qualities/Features 
as Common Factors
(Watkins, 2017, p.144)

• Engagement/investment

• Warmth/support, positive 
regard, empathy, reflectivity*

• Concreteness

• Acceptance/Genuineness**

• Cultivates positive 
expectation/hope

• Reflective listening, 
seeking collaboration

• Reflective listening, 
compassion, acceptance

• Eliciting options 
creating SMART plans

• Acceptance and 
compassion

• Acceptance, 
compassion, 
affirmation, 
collaboration

* These are separate factors Watkins identified. I combine them given the overlap
In meaning and practice. ** Two separate factors

Supervision Common Factor MILO- Informed Intervention



Example: 
Supervisee Change 
Processes 
Identified as 
Common Factors
(Watkins, 2017, p.144)

• Opportunity for catharsis/sharing

• Anxiety, distress, and tension 
reduction

• Activation of self-observation

• Self-reflection and insight 
development

• Exposure and confrontation of 
learning problems

• Acquisition and practice of new 
learning

• Success and mastery of new 
knowledge and skills

• Reflective listening, 
evocation, acceptance

• Reflective listening, 
compassion, acceptance, 
seeking collaboration, 
EPE

• Reflective listening, EPE, 
elicitation, support 
autonomy

• Reflection, EPE, develop 
discrepancy

• Develop discrepancy, 
reflective listening, 
summarizing

• EPE, SMART goals, 
seeking collaboration

• EPE, SMART goals, 
support autonomy

Supervision Common Factor MILO- Informed Intervention



How is 
standard 
Motivational 
Interviewing 
Different from 
MILO?

• MILO is comprehensive – the same skills 
we use in individual supervision meetings 
are the same we use when supervising the 
organization

• We lead and transform using the “spirit of MI” 
as a guide

• We use MILO when we are in leadership 
positions and we need to be DIRECTIVE in 
addition to GUIDING

• We can support a trainee’s autonomy while 
setting limits that support the profession

• We have ethical and legal obligations to 
shape new clinician behavior and protect 
the public

• MILO, like standard MI, is strategic. We are 
using it to promote trainee change that 
enable them to be skilled professionals



Motivational 
Interviewing for 
Leadership and 
Organizations



A recent phenomenon



Social Dominance

• Very old, highly sophisticated behavior patterns that evolved to solve 
recurring survival problems in social groups

• Readily observable in many species
• Emerges early in life (think 2-year-olds)
• Encoded in vocalizations / language

• Psychological reactance
• A “well-established inherent tendency to act contrary to recommendations from 

others . . even where they agree.”
• When a person feels pressure from another, it is a challenge to position in a social 

hierarchy.
• Compliance signals lower status; having the option not to adhere signals social 

dominance. 
• Reactance is “an adaptive system operating as it was designed to.” 

Neto, 2017



MI is “Adaptively Significant”
• Signals to the person that he/she is social-hierarchically, 

physically, and PSYCHOLOGICALLY safe. 

• Quiets limbic arousal: “prevents the individual from 
responding to interventionist-client interactions with excessive 
activation of evolved defense mechanisms that hinder 
behavior change.

• Allows clients to “make rational autonomous decision in a 
supportive and caring environment”

Neto, 2017



Google Research – a strong influence to MILO

2 Projects – 2 questions: 

• Project Aristotle
• Question – What makes for a good team?

• Project Oxygen
• Question – What makes for a good leader? Or do we even need one?
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Project Aristotle - Google

Zuckoff –

2 components 

Absence of: 
• negative judgment 
&
• efforts at control of 

subjects’ choices 
and behavior.



A High-Scoring Manager …

1. Is a good coach

2. Empowers team and does not micromanage 

3. Creates an inclusive team environment, showing concern for success and well-
being

4. Is productive and results-oriented

5. Is a good communicator – listens and shares information 

6. Supports career development and discusses performance
7. Has a clear vision/strategy for the team 

8. Has key technical skills to help advise the team 

9. Collaborates across Google
10. Is a strong decision maker

Google Project Oxygen findings
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• MI is different. It leads by not asking the individual to yield, but by asking the practitioner to lead through 
yielding – the intentional taking of a lower place.

• Practitioners of MI do not try to stop people from fighting, fleeing, or yielding – we try to ask to join them 
where they are in the journey.

Social Connection



When not to use MI in a leadership context:



What about MILO?

You can ALWAYS Lead out of the SPIRIT

You can ALWAYS focus on Exploration Talk

Change talk may not be appropriate – but our listening skills will guide.

Directive may be leaned on at times in a leadership role in a way they 
would not in a clinical role. 



The Basic Principles Underlying the Spirit of MI
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Partnership

Compassion

Evocation

Acceptance
Spirit of MI



Exploration 
Talk



Personally 
Relevant 
material

Problems

Values, life 
choices

Goals, hopes, 
dreams

Roles and 
relationships

Self-
Perception

Feelings and 
emotions



Keeping your EYEs open as a leader

EYE
Explore (Explore Talk)
Did the leader elicit any exploration talk? 
exploration - eliciting specific types of conversation: Importance, 
Confidence, Hope (values, dreams, hopes, expressions of self-worth), 
Feelings and emotions, Opportunities for growth and discovery, Roles 
and Relationships, or other Personally relevant material. 

1
Low focus

2 3 4 5
High focus

Yearn (Strength Talk)
Did the employee offer up any strength talk? Did the leader amplify it? 
Strength talk would include listening for and amplifying the person’s 
ability, confidence, effort, intention, will, resilience, strengths, traits, 
behavior, skills, worth, and/or existing resources.  

1
Low focus

2 3 4 5
High focus

Evaluate
Did the leader summarize the exploration talk and strength talk? Did 
they have a wrap up conversation exploring any next steps by the 
employee? 

1
Low focus

2 3 4 5
High focus



Trio/Partner Activity

• Speaker – Share a challenging situation 
your are having at work with an 
employee or colleague

• Listener – Use your skills (questions, 
reflections, affirmations) to help the 
speaker explore the challenge – guiding, 
but only to explore further (not to 
change)

• Observer (if available) – pay attention to 
the conversation. Rate both. Is the 
speaker attempting to explore their own 
situation? Is the listener eliciting with the 
exploration and guiding it further 
(without changing or simply following 
along)

2 minutes



Case Example Practice

You have a new marriage and family trainee who reports that he is struggling 
to work with the parents in a family he sees. They are in treatment to learn 
how to co-parent their 11 year-old, and the trainee states they ”always set 
each other up for failure”. The trainee is frustrated with them and he asks 
you if it is possible to reassign the case. You want to get a fuller picture of the 
history of the family’s treatment and you open the EMR to search for the 
notes. You notice that the family has a partially done intake questionnaire 
and no progress notes. When you ask the trainee about the notes, he tell 
you he does not have a lot of time between sessions to fill out the notes. He 
also states that he knows he has to catch up on notes, but he is “going 
through some things” and it has been hard for him to get to work before 
clients or stay after the session to complete paperwork.
In what ways might you use MILO to address the clinical and administrative 
supervision issues?
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